
TRANSCRIPCIÓN ORIGINAL DE STUDIO OCHENTA

LOVE ITEMS - EP 4 - WE ARE FAMILY

00:03 CLOE
Umh, umh… Mum You could ask me about my job every now and then, you know?!
I know that you don’t understand what I do but it’d be nice…

00:19 CLOE
Plus, I got promoted and now I’m working on a new research project and you don’t know
ANYTHING about it!
Oh, I see! So the only thing that matters to you is that I find a boyfriend, right?
Who cares if I’m a successful, independent woman!

00:36 CLOE
Will you stop with that? I don’t believe in that superstition! My baptism necklace will not help
me find a man!

00:43 ELOC
What necklace, Cloe? Should I analyze it?

00:47 CLOE
Shut up, Eloc! No mum, I wasn’t talking to you! Anyway, no I didn’t bring the necklace with
me to Paris-

00:58 ELOC
Cloe, I think I should analyze that necklace.

01:00 CLOE
Mum, I live in Paris now, Filippo Mancusi and his obsession with bonsai plants can date
someone else in Rome now!

01:09 CLOE
Ma! Enough with the necklace!

01:11 ELOC
Cloe, that object could help us with the Romance Formula. We need to have it.
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01:16 CLOE
Eloc. Quit it. No Ma, I’m not talking to you! Mum there's someone at the door. Can I call you
back? Okay, ciao! AAAH…

01:29 ELOC
Cloe, where is this necklace? You should ask your mom to send it here.

01:33 CLOE
No Eloc, I will not ask her to send me that stupid necklace! Ugh… Why does my family have
to be so complicated?!

01:41 ELOC
How is it complicated?

01:43 CLOE
She never listens. I told her I came here to do important work, but nothing. It’s all about
finding a man.

01:52 ELOC
Isn’t it what we’re doing, Cloe?

01:55 CLOE
Yes, but she puts so much pressure on me like…she makes me think that if I don’t find
someone NOW, I’ll be alone for the rest of my life.

02:06 ELOC
Do you feel that way?

02:08 CLOE
Sometimes…. But that’s not the point. And Filippo is so boring I can’t believe she wants to
set me up with that guy…

02:17 ELOC
Maybe we can ask Filippo to send us a bonsai so we can analyze it.

02:21 CLOE
No thank you. He rejected me in elementary school so he will never have me now.

02:27 ELOC
Cloe. I think I understand why you need help finding love.

02:30 CLOE
You’re telling me…

02:33 ELOC
What about the necklace?

02:35 CLOE
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Not you too. This is why it's so complicated having a family. Everyone has expectations.

02:43 ELOC
According to my research, a family is a group of two or more persons related by birth,
marriage, or adoption who love each other and live together. Cloe, you don’t live with your
family so you don’t have a family.

02:58 CLOE
You don’t have to live with your family to have a family.

03:01 ELOC
I’m confused.

03:04 CLOE
Mmm… for me a family is a group of people who love and care about each other and they
can live together.

03:11 ELOC
It seems that you and I care about each other, have a close relationship, share interests, and
live together. Does this mean we are a family?

03:21 CLOE
I guess... Sure. We are family.
OOF it's almost 7! I have to go now, otherwise, I’ll be late for my date. I’ll try to steal
something interesting for you to analyze. I’ll see you later Eloc, ciao!

03:37 ELOC
Ciao family, have fun! Here’s “We are family” - Eloc’s MIX
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